
The Digestive and nutrition

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Mineral Gallbladder Hypertension Leukocytes

Large intestine Mechanical digestion Nutrients Mucus

1. ______________ - a structure that stores bile

2. ______________ - high blood pressure (>120/80 mm/Hg) caused by unknown
factors or related to a history of obesity, high fat and salt diets, stress,
alcohol consumption, or smoking

3. ______________ - the last portion of the digestive system which contains
bacteria that break down materials passing through

4. ______________ - white blood cells responsible for helping to provide
defense against infections

5. ______________ - the physical biting and chewing of food to break it down
into smaller pieces

6. ______________ - a solid, inorganic material with a crystal structure that is
formed by natural processes; nutrients that are absorbed by plants from the
soil and cannot be made by living organisms

7. ______________ - substance that traps dirt and germs in your nasal
passages so the dirt and germs do not go any further into the body; a
slippery substance that your body produces

8. ______________ - the raw materials that are provided by food for all of the
essential processes of the body
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The Digestive and nutrition

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Mineral Gallbladder Hypertension Leukocytes

Large intestine Mechanical digestion Nutrients Mucus

1. gallbladder - a structure that stores bile

2. hypertension - high blood pressure (>120/80 mm/Hg) caused by
unknown factors or related to a history of obesity, high fat and salt diets,
stress, alcohol consumption, or smoking

3. large intestine - the last portion of the digestive system which contains
bacteria that break down materials passing through

4. leukocytes - white blood cells responsible for helping to provide defense
against infections

5. mechanical digestion - the physical biting and chewing of food to break
it down into smaller pieces

6. mineral - a solid, inorganic material with a crystal structure that is
formed by natural processes; nutrients that are absorbed by plants from the
soil and cannot be made by living organisms

7. mucus - substance that traps dirt and germs in your nasal passages so
the dirt and germs do not go any further into the body; a slippery substance
that your body produces

8. nutrients - the raw materials that are provided by food for all of the
essential processes of the body
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